
Back to the cartoon:

• again it’s scenario (c), 
but this time with its 
own (co-located) 
transmitter 



Active sensors:

• include radar, sonar, sodar, and 
lidar

• only discussing lidar here

• LIDAR: LIght Detection And 
Ranging

• lidars can be ground-based or 
airborne physics.dal.ca



Active sensing
Case studies: CALIPSO and MERLIN



Why active?

• can sense day and night (no need to wait 
for the sun)

• small footprint (~100 m at the surface) can 
see through broken clouds

• can see through some aerosol layers and 
thin clouds



How does lidar work?

• pulses of light are 
emitted, pointing 
toward the ground

• photons are 
absorbed and 
scattered by 
molecules and 
particles along the 
path

spacespin.org



How does lidar work?

• the time difference 
between the 
emitted pulse and 
received 
backscatter gives 
the path length 
(time of flight 
calculation)

spacespin.org



What this tells us:
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What this tells us:

• different particles in the path (i.e. water 
clouds vs. ice clouds vs. aerosols with 
different properties) have different 
scattering properties

• only thick clouds scatter/absorb completely, 
so layers below thin clouds can still be seen

• provides a “slice” through the atmosphere, 
showing different layers



Other applications of lidar:
• mapping vegetation and topography (usually airborne), 

can map canopy, biomass, leaf area, high-res elevation

• by law enforcement to measure the speed of vehicles

• on vehicles for adaptive cruise control

• in robotics and unmanned vehicles, to sense the 
surrounding environments

• as a wind sensor (doppler lidar)

• mapping the topography of Mars (MOLA)

• used on Phoenix Lander on Mars, detected falling snow!

• measuring the properties of plasma at nuclear fusion 
research facility

• measuring the distance to the moon with mm precision 
for tests of general relativity



Discovery of Mayan structures in 
Guatemalan jungle



Let’s derive the lidar equation!
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Ground-based vs. 
spaceborne lidar

• of course spatial coverage is improved with 
orbiting observation platform

• also improved sounding through the 
atmosphere as it passes through the upper 
atmosphere before getting to the densest 
(and most attenuating) layers near the 
surface



• given evenly distributed backscatter profile 
throughout the atmosphere (i.e. α ρ), more 
even signal throughout the atmosphere from 
space



Back to space: CALIPSO
• sensor is actually “CALIOP”: Cloud-

Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal 
Polarization

• IIR (Imaging Infrared Radiometer) and 
WFC (Wide Field Camera) also on board

• part of the A-Train

NASA



About CALIPSO
• launched April 2006, with 1:30 PM local 

equator-crossing time, 16-day repeat cycle, 
and 98.2° angle of inclination

• Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064 nm and 
532 nm

• outgoing beam is linearly polarized

• polarization of return signal gives 
information about sphericity of scatterers

• two different wavelengths gives information 
about the size of the scatterers



How can we tell clouds 
from aerosols?

• exploit the fact that cloud particles are 
usually a few orders of magnitude bigger 
than aerosol particles

• aerosols range from nm to ~micron size

• cloud particles start at tens of microns and 
get bigger from there

• water droplets usually not bigger than 100 
microns, ice particles grow larger 



How can we tell clouds 
from aerosols?

model predictions confirm these expectations with respect to the intrinsic property �, and further show that a similar 
situation exists for the extrinsic property �532. 

Figure 2: Scattering properties of clouds and aerosols;  (a) OPAC model predictions of � and �532 (b) LITE 
measurements of �´ (c) LITE-derived distributions of �´532 for clouds and aerosols found between 0 and 10 km 
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Unfortunately, the OPAC-type separation between clouds and aerosol cannot be immediately discerned in the CALIPSO 
backscatter data.  To extract the particulate backscatter coefficients at any altitude, the data at each wavelength must first 
be corrected for the attenuation of the signal by molecules and particles at and above this altitude.  This in turn requires 
the selection of an appropriate lidar ratio.  We are thus left in a logical quandary: to specify the correct lidar ratio, we 
must first discriminate between clouds and aerosols; however, to properly discriminate between clouds and aerosols, we 
first need the featureLs lidar ratio.  To resolve this dilemma, the discrimination between clouds and aerosols is 
accomplished by computing the value of a confidence function which takes as its inputs three immediately measurable 
feature attributes: the mid-feature altitude, � �mid top base
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� � � �� � .  The latter two, 532
�  and 
� , are integrated, attenuated quantities that serve as 

proxies for their counterparts, �532 and �, respectively.  That these represent reasonable (albeit imperfect) 
approximations is demonstrated in Figure 3b and Figure 3c, which show distributions compiled from the LITE data. 

The confidence function is given by 
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where � �feature 532P z, ,
 
� �  is the probability distribution function (PDF) for a given feature type and K is a scaling factor 
that quantifies the relative frequency of occurrence of the two feature types.  Values of F range between Z1 and 1.  The 
sign of the return value determines the feature type: negative values are aerosols and positive values are clouds.  The 
magnitude of F assigns a confidence score to the classification8.  The PDFs that will be used initially for 532
�  and 
�  
have been derived from measurements made by LITE and the Cloud Physics Lidar10 (CPL).  The algorithm architecture 
allows individual PDFs to be updated at arbitrary intervals. 

3.2. Determining cloud ice-water phase and lidar ratio 
The CALIPSO scene classification algorithm suite contains a module dedicated to partitioning those features identified 
as clouds into three distinct groups: ice clouds, water clouds, and mixed phase clouds.  The ice-water phase algorithm 
uses the layer-integrated volume depolarization ratio, 	v, the uncertainty in 	v, �	v, and the mean attenuated backscatter 
coefficient to compute the probability that a cloud is ice or water according to the following functions: 
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• in the geometric 
regime (r >> λ) 
the backscatter is 
independent of λ

• in the Mie regime 
(r ~ λ) backscatter 
is inversely 
proportional to 
wavelength Vaughan et al., Proc of SPIE, 2004



How can we tell clouds 
from aerosols?

• from data one can develop probability 
distribution functions

How can we tell clouds 
from aerosols?

model predictions confirm these expectations with respect to the intrinsic property �, and further show that a similar 
situation exists for the extrinsic property �532. 

Figure 2: Scattering properties of clouds and aerosols;  (a) OPAC model predictions of � and �532 (b) LITE 
measurements of �´ (c) LITE-derived distributions of �´532 for clouds and aerosols found between 0 and 10 km 
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Unfortunately, the OPAC-type separation between clouds and aerosol cannot be immediately discerned in the CALIPSO 
backscatter data.  To extract the particulate backscatter coefficients at any altitude, the data at each wavelength must first 
be corrected for the attenuation of the signal by molecules and particles at and above this altitude.  This in turn requires 
the selection of an appropriate lidar ratio.  We are thus left in a logical quandary: to specify the correct lidar ratio, we 
must first discriminate between clouds and aerosols; however, to properly discriminate between clouds and aerosols, we 
first need the featureLs lidar ratio.  To resolve this dilemma, the discrimination between clouds and aerosols is 
accomplished by computing the value of a confidence function which takes as its inputs three immediately measurable 
feature attributes: the mid-feature altitude, � �mid top base
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� � � �� � .  The latter two, 532
�  and 
� , are integrated, attenuated quantities that serve as 

proxies for their counterparts, �532 and �, respectively.  That these represent reasonable (albeit imperfect) 
approximations is demonstrated in Figure 3b and Figure 3c, which show distributions compiled from the LITE data. 

The confidence function is given by 
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where � �feature 532P z, ,
 
� �  is the probability distribution function (PDF) for a given feature type and K is a scaling factor 
that quantifies the relative frequency of occurrence of the two feature types.  Values of F range between Z1 and 1.  The 
sign of the return value determines the feature type: negative values are aerosols and positive values are clouds.  The 
magnitude of F assigns a confidence score to the classification8.  The PDFs that will be used initially for 532
�  and 
�  
have been derived from measurements made by LITE and the Cloud Physics Lidar10 (CPL).  The algorithm architecture 
allows individual PDFs to be updated at arbitrary intervals. 

3.2. Determining cloud ice-water phase and lidar ratio 
The CALIPSO scene classification algorithm suite contains a module dedicated to partitioning those features identified 
as clouds into three distinct groups: ice clouds, water clouds, and mixed phase clouds.  The ice-water phase algorithm 
uses the layer-integrated volume depolarization ratio, 	v, the uncertainty in 	v, �	v, and the mean attenuated backscatter 
coefficient to compute the probability that a cloud is ice or water according to the following functions: 
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CALIPSO footprint:
• 70 m on the ground

• pulse frequency of 20.16 Hz, making 
footprints 333 m apart (along track) at the 
surface

• small footprint means at equator the 
measurements are ~1000 km apart! (42 
intersections)

CALIPSO ground track for one repeat cycle
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What the data look 
like:

This small off-nadir angle avoids strong specular lidar returns
from still water (ponds, rivers).

3. Instrument Description

[7] The CALIOP transmitter includes two fully redun-
dant Nd:YAG lasers. Only one is used at a time. Each laser
produces simultaneous, co-aligned, pulses at 1064 nm and
532 nm. The lasers generate 20 nsec pulses at 1064 nm. A
frequency doubling crystal converts roughly half this energy
to 532 nm producing, nominally, 110 mJ of energy at each
of the two wavelengths. Energy monitors measure the
output pulse energy at each wavelength before expansion.
A beam expander reduces the angular divergence of the
transmitted laser beam to produce a beam diameter of
70 meters at the Earth’s surface. The laser pulse repetition
frequency of 20.16 Hz produces footprints every 333 m
along the ground. The instrument operates continuously,
providing observations during both day and night portions
of the orbit.
[8] Backscatter signals are collected by a 1-meter diam-

eter telescope. A field stop at the focus of the telescope

defines the receiver field of view of 130 mrad (full angle)
and provides rejection of background sunlight. An etalon
with a passband of 35 pm is used in combination with a
dielectric interference filter in the 532-nm channel to further
reduce the solar background, while an interference filter
alone is sufficient for the 1064 nm channel. The outgoing
laser pulses are linearly polarized with a purity greater than
99%. A polarization beamsplitter is used to separate com-
ponents of the 532 nm return signal polarized parallel and
perpendicular to the plane of the outgoing beam. A depo-
larizer located ahead of the beamsplitter can be moved into
the beam for relative calibration of the two 532 nm
channels. An avalanche photodiode (APD) is used for
detection in the 1064 nm channel. Photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs) are used for detection at 532 nm as they provide
large linear dynamic range and higher sensitivity than
the APD. Dual 14-bit digitizers on each channel provide
the 22-bit dynamic range required to encompass the full
range of molecular, aerosol, and cloud backscattering
encountered in the atmosphere.
[9] The analog signals from each detector are digitized at

10 MHz (corresponding to a 15 m range interval). Instru-
ment timing is controlled to begin sampling when the laser
pulse reaches an altitude of 115 km. Detector signals
between altitudes of 112 km and 97 km and between
80 km and 65 km, where the lidar return signal is insignif-
icant, are averaged to measure the solar background and DC
signal level. Only the samples acquired below 40 km from
the 532 nm channel (and 30 km for the 1064 nm channel)
are downlinked as profile data. To reduce the telemetry
bandwidth, samples are averaged onboard the satellite
before downlinking according to the scheme shown in

Table 1. Spatial Resolution of Downlinked Data

Altitude
Range,
km

Horizontal
Resolution,

km

532 nm
Vertical Resolution,

m

1064 nm
Vertical Resolution,

m

30.1 to 40.0 5.0 300 —
20.2 to 30.1 1.67 180 180
8.2 to 20.2 1.0 60 60
!0.5 to 8.2 0.33 30 60
!2.0 to !0.5 0.33 300 300

Figure 1. CALIOP observations on June 9, 2006, acquired along an orbit track from northern Europe across Africa into
the south Atlantic. The three panels show lidar return signals (attenuated backscatter) from the three CALIOP channels,
calibrated in units of km!1sr!1. Shown are (top) total 532 nm return, (middle) 532 nm perpendicular return, and (bottom)
total 1064 nm return. Strong returns from clouds and from the surface appear in grayscale. Yellows and reds represent weak
cloud and strong aerosol scattering, and greens and blues represent molecular scattering and scattering from weak aerosol
and cloud layers.
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Volcanic ash on 
20.04.2010

nasa.gov



And what would NASA data 
be without a fancy movie 
(even just a short one)?

nasa.gov



And what would NASA data 
be without a fancy movie 
(even just a short one)?
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automated classification of 
measurements

The CALIPSO data products are generated in three standard formats: a vertical feature mask (VFM), which provides 
concise information on the spatial and morphological distribution of features; a suite of cloud and aerosol layer products 
that provide statistical descriptions of all features detected, and a set of profile products that map the vertical 
distributions of backscatter and extinction coefficients separately for both clouds and aerosols.  An overview of each 
product class is given in the sections below. 

Figure 6: Algorithmic origination for each data product type 
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6.1. Vertical feature mask 
The vertical feature mask data product is designed to provide researchers simple JwhereK and JwhatK information about 
any region within an along-track swath of atmosphere.  The VFM data consists of an array of bit-mapped integers 
provided at the full downlinked resolution of the CALIPSO lidar, with one integer representing each range resolution 
element.  Each integer value contains a set of scene classification flags that characterize the corresponding spatial region 
in terms of feature presence and feature type.  The interpretation of the individual bits and groups of bits is provided in 
Table 1.  A pictorial example of the VFM is shown in Figure 7.  The left-hand panel of the figure shows simulated 
CALIPSO data derived from measurements acquired by the Cloud Physics Lidar during the CRYSTAL-FACE 
campaign32.  The right-hand panel shows a color-coded plot of region type as determined by the feature finder and layer 
identification algorithms and reported in the VFM data product. 

Figure 7: (a) CALIPSO simulations based on CPL data acquired during the CRYSTAL-FACE campaign; (b) 
vertical feature mask of the data.  The textural change in (a) at an altitude of 20-km is due to differences in the 
onboard averaging resolution of the downlinked data. 
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Other application of data

• can be used to detect the top of the 
planetary boundary layer (mixing height)
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Why PBL height?
• models generally don’t simulate this well...
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Why PBL height?
• it’s important for tracer transport!

• well-mixed in afternoon, developing stable 
boundary layer overnight (when high 
concentrations of CO2 develop due to 
respiration), breaking up in the late morning

• see cross section of high resolution 
simulation near Zotto as an example:





































































































MERLIN: 

• joint French-German methane-monitoring 
mission (CNES & DLR) 

• launch planned in 2024…

• our institute is part of the scientific 
advisory group (SAG), i.e. some of the 
material is thus far unpublished



MERLIN: 
• DIAL system 

(Differential 
Absorption Lidar)

• two wavelengths, one 
“on line” and one “off 
line”

• difference between 
two signals gives 
absorption by the gas

• this makes aerosols 
less of a problem  dlr.de



Why is DIAL better?

• because the two wavelengths are close 
spectrally, the effect of aerosols, clouds, and 
surface albedo (all relatively broad-
spectrum effects) should be the same

• thus the difference between the reflected 
intensity of the two wavelengths is 
proportional only to the absorption by 
CH4



Let’s derive the DIAL equation!

Recall the lidar equation:
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Thus: low systematic 
errors!

• estimated at less than 3 ppb per 
measurement

• balanced by larger random error



Plus: partial columns, to separate boundary layer 
and get vertical distribution information

Adapted from Ramanathan et al., 2015



How to choose the 
wavelength?
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Absorption lines:

adapted from Kiemle et al., 2011



Weighting function of 
MERLIN

• sees low into 
the troposphere
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A subtle problem: 
surface pressure

• sensor is well able to detect the total number of 
absorbing molecules in the column, but to get xCH4 
we need to divide by the total (dry) number of 
molecules

• for this we need surface pressure

• one option: add another laser to measure oxygen 
(like Active Sensing of CO2 Emissions over Nights, 
Days, and Seasons: ASCENDS) 

• or rely upon NWP pressure, with correction
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MERLIN: global 
inversion results

• global uncertainty 
reduction for 
monthly fluxes 
(July), given ~1% 
precision (18 ppb)

• looks promising!

1-σpost/σpri



Unkknowns in the Arctic:

Mastepanov et al., 2008





Lots of samples in the Arctic, 
also in the winter…

Ehret et al., 2017



Coming up next: 
design your own 

satellite...


